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The Big Problem: Our Motivation
If you have worked to serve a community of geoscientists, or if you have studied a
large number of cross-domain geoscience “use cases”, sooner or later you come to
realize that:
(1) The big, generic problem facing geoscientists today stems from lack of
interoperability across a huge number of heterogeneous resources.
(2) While discovery and access could certainly be improved (especially for “dark
resources”), the real time sink for geoscientists comes when they try to use,
understand and connect resources into workflows. Analogy: You shop online, find
some pre-fab furniture or vehicle parts and have these shipped to your house. Then
the real work begins. Discovery & citation well-served by Dublin Core & DataCite.
(3) The only practical way to “tame” this heterogeneity is to do 2 things:
(a) Collect standardized, “deep-description” metadata for resources, then
(b) “Wrap” the resources with standardized APIs that provide callers with
access to both the data and the metadata. (Adapter Pattern)
Software written to utilize these 2 things will be called a mediator or a
broker. The only alternative to this, which is completely impractical when
the number of different resources is large, is to write separate software to
deal with each individual resource. Standardized metadata => ontologies.

Thinking About
Variable Names
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Variables Underpin Everything We Do
• Variables underpin everything we do in scientific research.
• We measure their values and store them in data sets.
• They appear in science equations that encapsulate our
current state of knowledge and show how different
variables are related to one another.

• All computational models are driven by values of input variables and
produce values for output variables, thereby giving us predictive power.
• At one level, variables are symbols associated with concepts that can
be quantified with a numerical value that often has units.
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Objects and Attributes
In the broad sense, an object is anything in the physical world that we
can observe. It could be a body (e.g. rock), a substance or medium
(e.g. air or water), a phenomenon or event (e.g. earthquake, flood),
or a place (e.g. NYC).
This is also the definition of object used in ISO 80000, the International
System of Quantities, sister to the International System of Units (SI units).
Object names are always nouns. As children, we first learn the names of
different things, and then attributes and relationships between them.
Objects have observable attributes and may undergo processes.
Attributes can be divided into two distinct types:
quantities = attributes that can be quantified with a number,
often with units, such as your weight and height
string-type = attributes that can be stored as a string, such
your eye color, name, address, & favorite food
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Object – Attribute –Value
This use of Objects, Attributes and Values is an extremely powerful
“data model” that underpins object-oriented programming.
It is also called the Entity-Attribute-Value or EAV data model: see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entity–attribute–value_model
Note that:
• It is the values of variables that are the “exchange items” that we
write to and read from data files, store in computer memory and
pass between models and
• A variable name associates a symbol to a value.
If we want to construct unique variable names for the purpose of
semantic mediation that are unambiguous, human & machine
readable and standardized, it therefore makes sense to construct
these variable names as unique pairings of object names and
quantity names.
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Essential Parts of a Variable Name
Variable names therefore have two essential parts:
• an object name that identifies an object in the world that we have some
interest in understanding, and
• a quantity name that identifies a measurement concept that can be used
to quantify that object in some way (e.g. mass, energy, length)
If either part is omitted, there will be ambiguity. For example:
temperature is an ambiguous variable name, because the object
for which the temperature was measured was not specified.
In a hydrologic model, it could be snow, soil, air, water, etc.
acetic acid is an ambiguous variable name, because it is the name
of a substance that can be associated with many possible quantities:
molar mass = 60.06 g / mole
freezing point temperature = 16.6 C (pure, anhydrous, “glacial”)
mass or molar concentration in air or water = ??
It appears in both atmospheric and aquatic chemistry.
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Starting Point: The
CSDMS Standard Names
Rules-based, cross-domain, unambiguous,
standard names for variables, quantities,
processes, assumptions, etc. Needed for
“deep description” metadata.

Semantic Matching for Model Variables
Hydro Model A
Output variables:
•streamflow
•rainrate
Hydro Model B
Input variables:
•discharge
•precip_rate

CSDMS Standard Names
•channel_exit_water_x-section__
volume_flow_rate
•atmosphere_water__rainfall_volu
me_flux

Goal: Remove ambiguity so that
the framework can automatically
match outputs to inputs.

The CSDMS Standard Names
The EAV data model and object-oriented programming use:

Entity/Object + Attribute + Value
CSDMS Standard Names use a similar pattern for creating
unambiguous and easily understood standard variable names or
“preferred labels” according to a set of rules. These are then
used to retrieve values and metadata. The pattern is:
Object name + [Operation name] + Quantity name
Simple examples:
atmosphere_carbon-dioxide__partial_pressure
atmosphere_water__rainfall_volume_flux
earth_ellipsoid__equatorial_radius
land_surface__time_derivative_of_elevation
soil__saturated_hydraulic_conductivity
The CSN also includes a large set of standard Assumption & Process Names.

Five Delimiters in CSDMS Standard Names
Double underscore – separates the object and quantity parts
Single underscore – separates distinct words
Hyphen – binds words into single object, e.g. carbon-dioxide
Tilde – separates adjectives from noun in object names
The word “of” – at the end of every operation name
Examples:
sea_water_phosphorous~dissolved~inorganic__time_derivative
_of_mole_concentration
atmosphere_air_flow__elevation_angle_of_gradient_of_
potential_vorticity

The CSDMS Standard Names
The CSDMS Standard Names can be viewed as a lingua franca that provides a
bridge for mapping variable names between models. They play an important role
in the Basic Model Interface (BMI). Model developers are asked to provide a BMI
interface that includes a mapping of their model's internal variable names to
CSDMS Standard Names and a Model Coupling Metadata (MCM) file that
provides model assumptions and other information.
IMPORTANT: Model developers continue to use whatever variable names they
want to in their code, but then "map" each of their internal variable names to the
appropriate CSDMS standard name in their BMI implementation.
Main Page:
Basic Rules:
Object Names:
Operation Names:
Quantity Names:
Process Names:
Assumption Names:
Metadata Names:
Model Metadata Files:

csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSDMS_Standard_Names
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Basic_Rules
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Object_Templates
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Operation_Templates
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Quantity_Templates
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Process_Names
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Assumption_Names
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_Metadata_Names
csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSN_MMF_Example

The Geoscience Standard Names:
A Formal Ontology Based on
The CSDMS Standard Names
Taking CSN to the next level: Extending and repackaging the
CSN Using Semantic Web Technologies and Best Practices
geostandardnames.org
geoscienceontology.org
Now available as a SPARQL endpoint v(Apache Jena Fuseki)

The 8 Core Entities of the GSN
Variable Names
Variables are the fundamental currency of
science. Values of variables are what scientists
measure and save in data sets of all kinds.
They are the inputs and outputs of predictive
models and the items exchanged between
coupled models. They also appear in the
equations that summarize our scientific
knowledge. But what are they? Variables are
symbols, names or labels that refer to the
pairing of an object and one of its attributes.

Quantity Names
A quantity is an attribute of an object that has a
numerical value. It will often have measurement units but can also be dimensionless (e.g.
[m/m]). It may be represented as a scalar,
vector or tensor. Many distinct quantities may
have the same root quantity, such as constant,
exponent and angle. Good quantity names are
object free and can then be applied to many
different objects. For example, volume flow rate
is preferable to streamflow.

Object Names
In our context, an object is any physical thing
that we can observe (body, substance, etc.). We
are often interested in a particular part of
something larger, or an object contained in
another object. For context and alphabetical
grouping, it is therefore helpful to use
hierarchical object names. Objects may have
both numerical and string attributes. In the GSN,
a word after a tilde '~' in an object name is an
adjective.

Operation Names
When a mathematical operation is applied to a
quantity it simply creates a new quantity, often
with new units. So quantity names may contain
zero, one or a chain of operations. In the GSN,
all operation names end in the word of.
Examples include: time_derivative_of,
area_integral_of, x_component_of, log_of and
divergence_of.

The 8 Core Entities of the GSN
Process Names

Numerical Grids

A process is an action that an object can do or
that can happen to it. For example, a glacier
can advance, calve, melt, sublimate, slide, or
deform. Process names are nouns derived
from verbs. E.g. water can infiltrate into soil,
and this process is called infiltration.

Variables can be associated with a fixed location
or can vary in space and time, such as temperature within a room. As appropriate, they may
then be treated as scalar, vector or tensor fields.
A grid is a subdivision or discretization of space
into grid cells. Grids for geospatial variables
require geo-referencing with ellipsoids, datums
and map projections.

Assumption Names

Science Domain Names

In the GSN ontology, the term assumption is
used broadly to refer to any type of qualifier,
such as a simplification, limitation, convention,
exclusion, condition, approximation, clarification or restriction. Scientists refer to
assumptions with standard phrases, such as
incompressible flow. Any of the other 7 entities
in the GSN can be tagged and qualified with an
assumption.

The GSN is currently using the UNESCO
Nomenclature for Fields of Science and
Technology, which uses SKOS. This is a
hierarchical classification of different science
and technology domains. These can be used to
tag the other 7 entities, as appropriate, so that
they can be filtered based on the most relevant
science domain.

GSN by the Numbers
The Geoscience Standard Names ontology currently
has approximately:
11,533
4,723
1,501
1,300
1,056
130

geoscience variable names
object names (more, w/ adjectives)
quantity names
process names
assumption names (in 25 categories)
operation names

But we are still in the process of adding variable
names from the mapping of the CF Standard Names
and the ROMS and WRF models.

Example: Fluxes, Flow Rates, Etc.
In physics, there are 7 main “root quantities” that are conserved, and these
are used across the geosciences in models and data sets. They are:
charge [C], energy [J], mass [kg], moles [mol],
momentum [kg m s-1], number [1] and volume [m3].
Let X be any of these, with units U. We then have associated quantities:
X_flux
X_flow_rate
X_concentration
X_fraction
X_ratio
X_diffusivity

[U m-2 s-1]
[U s-1]
[U m-3]
[U/U]
[U/U]
[m2 s-1]

divergence_of_X_flux
z_integral_of_X_flux
gradient_of_X_concentration
z_integral_of_X_concentration

Vector
Scalar
Scalar
Scalar
Scalar
Scalar
[U m-3 s-1]
[U m-1 s-1]
[U m-4]
[U m-2]

Note: charge_flux = electric
current density, charge flow
rate = electric current,
charge concentration =
volume charge density

Scalar
Vector (“unit-width”)
Vector
Scalar (“content”)

Note: X_flow_rate = area_integral_of_normal_component_of_X_flux
Note: The "volume_flux” of an incompressible 3D fluid flow = its 3D velocity field.

The Importance of Operations
Many of the quantities used by geoscientists are generated by applying some sort of
mathematical or other operation to an existing quantity to create a new quantity.
In English, we almost always insert the verbal delimiter of after these operations,
which can be chained together. So the GSN uses the word of as its delimiter for
operations. The GSN has a large collection of operations, such as:
time_derivative_of
area_integral_of
x_component_of
log_of
divergence_of

( adds “per time” units, [T-1] )
( adds “area” units, [L2] )
( does not affect units )
( has log of original units, [log(U)] )
( adds “per length” units, [L-1] )

Some operations only apply to a specific “field type” (i.e. Scalar, Vector or Tensor)
and this is captured in the GSN ontology.
divergence_of
x_component_of
azimuth_angle_of
gradient_of
laplacian_of
curl_of
x_y_component_of

( applies to: Vector, returns:
( applies to: Vector, returns:
( applies to: Vector, returns:
( applies to: Scalar, returns:
( applies to: Scalar, returns:
( applies to: Vector, returns:
( applies to: Tensor, returns:

Scalar )
Scalar )
Scalar )
Vector )
Scalar )
Vector )
Scalar )

Minimal Governance by Design:
Rules-based, Assisted Name Construction
We learned from the CF Standard Names effort that with only guidelines
and no rigorous set of rules for constructing names, the vetting of
proposed, new names was a tedious and time-consuming process,
requiring a lot of volunteer/committee work and near-endless email
discussion. This led to:
(1) restricting the scope to only ocean and atmosphere model names
(2) long delays between when new names were proposed and adopted.
(3) internal inconsistencies or self-contradictions.
Our approach is based on a close examination of the variable names that
are currently used in the most sophisticated computational models, a study
of prior, related projects such as the CF Standard Names and the NWIS
Parameter Code Dictionary Long Names. This led to the identification of
common patterns that cut across science domains, so that in most cases
new names can be constructed from existing templates.

